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Banded bundles replace 
shrink film wraps
Banding equipment slashes energy and packaging material costs,  
while also reducing both floor-space and environmental footprints.

Judy Rice | Contributing Editor

C.B. Fleet Co. Inc./Fleet Laboratories, Lynchburg, VA, spe-

cializes in the manufacture of feminine care and gastro 

care products. For many years, the company had been 

shrink-wrap bundling multi-counts of products for shipment to various 

customer outlets. The bundles make it easier for Fleet’s customers to 

handle product warehousing and store-shelf stacking. But some of their 

shrink bundling equipment was getting old and no longer was meeting 

Fleet’s cost- and operating-efficiency expectations.

In particular, the cloth product (feminine care product) packaging 

line had a bundler and heat-shrink tunnel that were more than 20 years 

old. Fleet staffers found themselves spending too much time doing 

downtime maintenance on this equipment. In addition, plastic film 

scrap was excessive, and electrical costs were approximately $6,700 

per year to operate these two pieces of equipment alone.

On a quest to improve the cloth product packaging line, Fleet project 

engineer Steve Overby and draftsman/designer Rick Guerin evaluated 

options and chose to replace the shrink-film bundling system with 

paper banding equipment. Banding presented itself as a simpler, far less 

packaging material-intensive alternative to shrink film bundling. Fleet 

selected the Model ATS US2000 bander from Wexler Packaging 
Products, Inc. (www.wexlerpackaging.com) for their Summers Eve 

Cleansing Cloth packaging line.

Overby notes, “We chose the Wexler machine for several reasons. 

First, it has a very small footprint (L-shaped, approximately 5’ x 6’ x 

2.5’, including infeed conveyor), and floor-space 

conservation is very important to us. The digital-

display system also is user-friendly and simple to 

operate, while still being a highly sophisticated 

piece of machinery. And the cost savings in elec-

tricity and in packaging materials easily justified 

the purchase of the machine.”

Wexler’s Regional Sales Manager Danielle 

Ritenuti was very instrumental in helping Fleet 

develop its strategy for changing over to band-

ing. Overby recalls, “Ritenuti helped us to under-

stand both the economic and environmental 

benefits of banding for our operations. She was 

honest and straightforward about where banding 

was an optimum fit for our product packaging 

operations and where it wasn’t.”

 Making it happen
The bander was installed in August 2011. 

Overby reports, “The installation was done by 

our maintenance personnel without the need 

for any outside support. Wexler Packaging tech-

nician Michael Walsh was on-site for training 

and start-up. Michael went above and beyond 

the call of duty with training. He arranged his 

LITTLE FOOT. The banding system’s small 
footprint frees up valuable plant floor-space.
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schedule to accommodate first, second, and third shifts. This allowed 

us to train our operators and maintenance staff without disrupting the 

production flow or our employees’ schedules. The quality of training 

was excellent. When the technician left, we were able to stand on our 

own feet and run the machine.”

Overby adds “The start-up was the smoothest and most trouble-free 

start-up of any piece of equipment that I can remember installing. The 

Wexler bundler is almost a ‘plug-and-play’ piece of machinery.”

The Summers Eve products are packaged in 16-count paperboard car-

tons, supplied by Chesapeake Pharmaceutical and Healthcare 
Packaging (www.chesapeakecorp.com). The hand-packed cartons are 

printed in four colors using a dry offset printing process. 

After the cartoning procedure is completed, the cartons are grouped 

into 3-counts for banding. Bundle dimensions are 73⁄4” wide x 33⁄4” deep 

x 4” tall. The banding material is 70-gram brown Kraft paper, poly-coated 

to allow ultrasonic sealing.

The banded cartons then are manually packed in corrugated ship-

per cases supplied by International Paper (www.internationapaper.

com). Case coding equipment is supplied by Markem-Imaje (www.

markem-imaje.us).

 Bottom-line Banding Benefits
According to Overby, “Production is up. Operator morale is up, and 

frustration is down. Banding speeds are three times faster than we 

were achieving with the old bundler system. And we don’t have to 

worry about the long downtime gaps we had been encountering to do 

maintenance and repairs The smaller footprint of the bander also has 

allowed us to rearrange our production line to achieve higher operator 

efficiency. And the banding material is much easier to load onto the 

machine versus shrink film loading. So machine set-up is quicker.”

Fleet also is reaping considerable energy cost savings and reducing 

their environmental footprint by minimizing landfill waste generated 

with the banding system. Now, instead of encasing the 3-pack cartons 

in film and running them through a heat-shrink tunnel, a single band of 

biodegradable paper is wrapped around the bundles and ultrasonically 

sealed, securing the three cartons together. Electricity usage on the bun-

dling equipment has been reduced by 94% (savings of $6,300 per year).

Fleet’s customers also benefit from the banding. Retailers only have 

to remove and throw away a paper band rather than a wad of plastic 

film when they are stacking their shelves. This reduces landfill waste at 

the customer level by an estimated 46%.

To enhance Fleet’s “Go Green” efforts even further, the company’s 

maintenance department, led by manager Milton West, has revamped 

the lighting in the Cloth Packaging room. The lighting has been changed 

to high-efficiency fluorescents, rendering the room significantly bright-

er, while using less electricity. And the brighter lighting makes it easier 

for operators and mechanics to spot potential problem issues with the 

products and packaging.

Summing up, Overby says, “Whenever we have contacted Wexler 

with questions, their people have been immediately receptive and 

have provided knowledgeable answers. When they sold us the band-

ing system for the Cloth Packaging room, they made it clear that they 

would support the machine long after the sale was complete. We feel 

comfortable with and confident in Wexler’s products and services. 

Consequently, in December 2011, we installed a second Wexler ATS 

US2000 bander on our Liquid Glycerin Suppository line.”  pw

WELL-’KRAFTED’. Cartoned products are secured in three-packs, 
using poly-coated, ultrasonically sealed Kraft paper bands.
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EASY DOES IT. Digital display panels facilitate control and 
adjustments of the banding operations.

“The cost savings in electricity  
and packaging materials easily justified  

the purchase of this machine.”
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